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LSA SG Virtual Meeting
( Fall Outgoing) December 02, 2020
1) Call to Order
2) Opening Roll Call () - Present, E - Excused, A- Absent
i)
Those with voting rights (minus the person acting as chair)
ii)
Those without voting rights
b) Bazzi, Selena (A)
c) Walker, Josiah ()
d) McCaughey, Kathryn ()
e) Watt, Tyler ()
f) Colvin, Anna ()
g) McKillop, Mary ()
h) Torres, Gabriela ()
i) Fivecoat, Chayton (A)
j) Goodsell, Allison ()
k) Farah, Zackariah ()
l) Manikandan, Divya ()
m) Cohen, Jacob ()
n) Theuerkauf, Caroline ()
o) Nelson, Erica (A)
p) Zhao, Suki (A)
q) Gunasekaran, Gaurie ()
r) Lobodzinski, Joseph ()
s) McLean, Claudia ()
t) Hwang, Tae Won (Danny) ()
u) Rich, Sophia ()
v) Salino, Sarah ()
w) List, M. Riley ()
x) Diaz, Danae ()
y) Crespo, Maleny ()
z) Farmer, Adrianna ()
aa) Fioritto, Tyler ()
bb) Pierangeli, Cody ()
cc) Donahue, Thomas (A)
dd) Pratapa, Pranavi ()
ee) Rothstein, Kayla ()

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

ff) Browdy, Wyatt (A)
gg) Kernis, Jacob (A)
hh) Williams, Erik ()
ii) Sommerfeld, Elizabeth ()
jj) Stoneman, Max ()
kk) Hamamy, Salma ()
ll) Mulliken, Ryan (A)
mm) Prasad, Ajay (A)
nn) Rifkin, Cameron ()
oo) Simmons, Natalie (A)
pp) Wojtara, Magda ()
qq) Tedrick, Vincenzo (A)
rr) Dalrymple, Timothy ()
Announcements
a) Notice of Minor Bylaw Edits
b) Watt: Making a notice of minor bylaw amendments. If you have any questions lmk,
and if you have any objections lmk
c) Torres: We broke the records of pieces of legislation observed in the semester
d) Cohen: We are going to have an ECRAFTF meeting discussing an LSA SG judiciary
branch. Please fill out the form to see when we can meet to discuss this. Put a when to
meet to see as many people as possible, and if you cant meet at that time please talk to
me if you have anything you want to add
e) Walker: Are there any other announcements?
Approval of the Agenda
a) Motion: Rothstein motion to approve the agenda
b) Second: Motion was seconded
c) We have consent
Approval of Previous Minutes
a) Motion: Farah motioned to approve
b) Second: Seconded by Rothstein
c) We have consent
Constituents’ Time
a) None scheduled
b) Walker: We have no constituents scheduled but if anyone would like to speak they
may. You can speak at will. Hearing none, guest speakers.
Guest Speaker(s)
a) Election Director Riya Gupta
i)
Election Director Report
ii)
Walker: I will now yield the floor to Riya to share her report
iii)
Gupta: Hi everyone! Hope you are doing well. Election concluded Thursday
the 19th, and I just wanted to share the results. I am going to share my screen

iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

ix)
x)
xi)
xii)

xiii)

xiv)

now. Here are the official election results. We had the general LSA SG
election and the supplemental election as well. It appeared a lot of people did
go back in and vote again in the supplemental election. From the election
results, we have 15 people who were elected. Congratulations for obtaining an
elected representative seat! You will be rep for two terms, winter 2021 and Fall
2021. For those who did not receive a seat, I encourage you to apply for
appointed rep or in another election. People voted in favor of the constitutional
amendment as well as for the judicial branch. The fossil fuel question showed
people agreeing we should divest itself. People believe their mental and
emotional wellbeing are not adequately taken into clarification. For the
sustainability, people stated they had not used the tag but would if more
courses were available. I really appreciate everyone filing and disseminating
voting information so we could reach more people. Those were the results, if
you have any question or anything about the process, the report is about 20
pages or so. I’m not going to go through every part, but if you have any
questions please let me know.
Walker: Riya are you able to hyperlink the report into the agenda?
Gupta: I will do that, I just need total up the hours and will add that in a few
minutes
Hyperlinked election report:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zQpC0rAloXwx8Cq2moDn5MrqZd
g_dcCaumO75tV4cY8/edit?usp=sharing
Watt: What caused people to receive demerits?
Gupta: The attendance requirements, such as people not attending a general
meeting or the candidates forum. Attendance can be lost with everything
online, but people did have demerits for that. Those were the only reasons
Watt: Good to know as ECRAFTF continues their work!
Walker: Does anyone have any questions?
Watt: Another question, so this election you operated without a deputy
director. How was the workload?
Gupta: For this semester, it was definitely manageable, but if anyone has any
other thoughts regarding quality, but for Winter elections I recommend a
deputy, and more goes into the election I recommend a deputy as the workload
is a little more in depth. I recommend for winter there do be a deputy or
assistant election director.
Farah: I was wondering if there were any other recommendations? Or any rules
or regulations you found bothersome when trying to complete your duties?
Anything you want to see changed in the election code?
Gupta: Thought beneficial to change that campaigning should be allowed
during the voting period. Don’t have any particular issues with the election
code, as it was very easy to follow when sending candidates reasons for
demerits. Easy to understand, just have general recommendations that are

continuing to advertise by having Kelly send emails to the group, whether it be
voting or running in the election. More responses in the hours after those
emails, as goes to all LSA students. Something helpful was to submit zoom
transcripts of attendance, as if candidates don't speak up you don't know if they
are there for attendance. Understandable people may be shy. Continuing to use
online platforms for elections, and clear communication between election
directors and the government.
xv)
Cohen: Anything on the SG side that we can do for communication to improve
on that front?
xvi)
Gupta: Only thing is maybe creating a group chat with all of eboard, as the
ballot question wording got weird, but I appreciate that LSA SG members
disseminated the voting information and I really appreciate that
xvii)
Cohen: Thank you Riya
xviii)
Gupta: If anyone else has any questions, if not I will yield my time
8) Executive Officer Reports
a) President- Selena Bazzi (bazzisn@umich.edu)
i)
Walker: Selena is not here
b) Vice President- Josiah Walker (jhwalker@umich.edu)
i)
Walker: Last week’s meeting was very intense and hostile. Lots of emotions
were expressed. The executive board met to discuss how the meeting went and
how it could be improved. Some things discussed were that emotions were
high and people were upset they were unable to work on projects due to
COVID and being online, or different government members are different as
opposed to last year. We shouldn’t be quick to assume government member
intentions as some are new and some are older. Going to what needs to happen
next, some things that came up is how there seems to be or there is a problem
with people cutting off in conversation. Since we are in zoom, it is harder to
know when someone has finished talking. Good to state that you yield the floor
when you are done. Another topic is tone, we don’t want to police tone by
saying people should or shouldn't say certain things, but said it would be
helpful to be more cognizant of tone. Good to make sure members think they
are in a safe space and not being personally attacked. Another topic is having
OSCR give a presentation about tone and conflict resolution. I have reached
out about that presentation, and will be meeting soon to figure what topics
should be included and more about the presentation. The last idea was to have
opportunities to get to know each other, either the first 10 min before general
or the first 10 of general, where we can talk outside of government context.
Other officers might want to share their perspective, but if anyone has anyone
questions I would be more than happy to answer
ii)
Farah: If we feel someone in the assembly is contributing to a negative tone or
negative debate area, who should we go to or how should we address?
iii)
Walker: Something the exec board is still trying to figure out. Underlying

assumption is the workshop will equip government members with the tools we
need to have these conversations, so they don’t come off as hostile. Something
we can discuss as a government as well. If anyone has thoughts feel free to
share. Are there any more questions or comments? Hearing none, Kathryn the
floor is yours
c) Treasurer- Kathryn McCaughey (kdmccaug@umich.edu)
i)
December 2, 2020 Expense Report
ii)
McCaughey: For my report I wanted to give an update on how we have been
spending this semester. If everyone could open the doc I attached, the 2020
expense report. Sorry for font size, I’m gonna go over everything and lmk if
you have any questions. I broke it down into how committee budgets were
spent. I’ll go through things quickly. This is reflective of current SOAS
balance. BAC has more transfers to take place, and assuming recommendation
is passed there are more funds to allocate. There is committee information, and
outstanding balances from the previous government. We had a SAPAC
resolution, and with COVID we still are looking to allocate the funds. We are
hopefully gonna finalize by the end of the week. Apparel is not currently
reflected. Thanks Mary for sticking with that. COVID-19 spending is for
masks and others. Election funds are going to change as well. The balance is a
guesstimate, will be finalized later and will be more exact later. Did trend to
where government spending is, we had administrative costs, COVID project.
Still the trend is there that less money is spent in fall than winter, and less
money was spent this semester. Most likely will change by couple thousands
by end of semester. Happy to answer any questions!
iii)
Walker: Any questions?
iv)
Watt: This is great bookkeeping. What will the budget look like for next
semester?
v)
McCaughey: The budget will be greater. Going to work on budget more after
internals as there is new leadership. Going to also utilize where we spent
money this past semester in next semester budget
vi)
Walker: Any more questions?
d) Counsel- Tyler R. Watt (trwatt@umich.edu)
i)
A task for everyone: Edit your info on the LSA SG website!
ii)
The Constitution of LSA SG is up-to-date with the amendment approved by
the student body (C F2020.03)
iii)
Memorandum on Suspending the Bylaws
iv)
Watt: Happy to give quick report, few things on the agenda. Going to update
the SG Website. Find your profile, add picture pronouns email biography. This
is a great way for constituents to know who is representing them. I updated the
constitution with the updated language form the question passed by the
students. I did a memo on the motion to suspend the rules. Little bit
complicated and I suggest you glance over. Crux is that under Robert’s Rules,

can’t be a motion to suspend any part of the bylaws, unless we amend to have
that as part of the bylaws. Going forward, be unwise to suspend the bylaws to
do a procedural thing, as we would be on dubious legal grounds. Going
forward, keep that in mind. Doing counsel stuff, reaching out to members, look
forward to working with all of you!
v)
Walker: any questions/comments
e) Academic Relations Officer- Gabriela Torres (gctorres@umich.edu)
i)
AAC met for the last time and reflected on the past semester and for the future.
ii)
Meeting with Deans this Friday to get updates on AP-IB resolutions, jump
starting next semester work on other projects. Let me know if you have talking
points!
f) External Relations Officer- Mary McKillop (marykmck@umich.edu)
i)
McKillop: I am a senior, the external relations officer. Monday at COMM we
talked about and worked on a social media post for STAAR for the mentorship
program for peer advising. We talked about it in general. We have the DC
email going out, so if anyone has any committee info you want us to include
please lmk! We will be including the registration program. Apparel is finally
happening! I have gone back and forth with them a lot for this. We have the
final form, and it will be slightly more expensive than already thought. Since
we are using the logo personally, we have a fee to use the logos. If you request
a subsidy, I will reach out to people who communicated this. If you do not
request a subsidy, but if you would like one this can definitely happen and it
will be anonymous. I will send an email tomorrow with all the information.
This is all I have for now, my dog will not be joining as of now. I yield
ii)
Walker: Any questions or comments?
iii)
Cohen: General question, will bring up after executive officer reports.
iv)
Walker: In future, can add a comment in the chat or just speak up!
g) Student Life Relations Officer- Anna Colvin (ancolvin@umich.edu)
i)
Colvin: Hi everyone! SLC was great this week. Discussed ballot question
results and what to do with them. Similar to AAC, had a reflection on the
semester, and brainstormed about next semester. I have a lot of ideas I am
excited about. Update on care packages, if you don’t remember we delivered
200 care packages, as we had a box mixup. We are going to deliver the second
half a few weeks into next semester, pending what housing looks like. That is
an update on that front! If anyone wants to be nominated in any positions, you
can message me or nominate yourself too! I yield
ii)
Walker: Any questions/comments? Want to bring up point from earlier?
iii)
Cohen: I wanted to put the ECRAFTF stuff in new business as we had not
discussed it in the last meeting
iv)
Cohen: Motion amend the agenda to move the ECRAFTF bylaw amendments
to new business
v)
This was seconded and we had consent

h) Secretary- Chayton Fivecoat (cgfiveco@umich.edu)
i)
Chayton is late and great today.
9) Committee Reports (in alphabetical order)
a) Appointments Committee- Sophia Rich (sserich@umich.edu)
i)
Rich: Two short things, one the results from the SG trivia night survey
indicates that the majority would be free Friday december 11 sometime 7-10.
We will talk to members of COMM to decide when will be best so we have a
final social event before the end of the semester. Secondly, will be sending out
an appointed representatives feedback form as we are interested in gathering
data regarding how mentor/mentee went, and any other modifications
appointees would like to see to the appointments application. I yield for
questions!
ii)
Walker: Any questions or comments?
b) Budget Allocations Committee- Ajay Prasad (ajprasad@umich.edu)
i)
Rifkin: This week in BAC we had an emergency appeals session, as a club
moved their event from January to December. They will need the money for
flyers and to make things covid safe, and they are adding a guest speaker.
ii)
Walker: Any questions or comments?
c) Committee Advocating for Transfer, Non Traditional, and International StudentsCaroline Theuerkauf (theuerkc@umich.edu)
i)
Theuerkauf: Had the first meeting of CATNIS, Joseph also created a logo so
we look forward to that. Had meetings and created meetings with people
related to Nontraditional and International Students.
ii)
Walker: Any questions or comments?
iii)
Watt: Joe put the logo in the chat and it looks fantastic
iv)
Theuerkauf: I was aware and everyone should check it out!
v)
Walker: any questions or comments?
d) Diversity Affairs Committee- Tae Won (Danny) Hwang (wonh@umich.edu)
i)
Hwang: Hi everyone! My name is Danny. We could not hold DAC this week,
but I sent a powerpoint with a lot of the ideas and a summary of what we did
this semester. Please fill out the demographic survey if you had not yet. I
posted some results in the powerpoint, and one thing I wanted to bring up is
increasing diversity in our government. One example is there is a lack of
representation in international students and other ethnicities. We hope to
change this trend for other semesters. With that I yield.
ii)
Walker: Any questions/comments?
iii)
Watt: Do we know how many have filled it out so far?
iv)
Hwang: Only had 26 responses, hope to see more responses as we have more
members in government
v)
Walker: Any more questions/comments?
10) Task Force and Subcommittee Reports
a) Election Code Review and Amendment Formation Task Force - Jacob Cohen

(jaccohen@umich.edu)
i)
Cohen: Another great week. Discussed the resolutions coming to the floor
today, as well as setting up the discussion for the LSA SJ, the judiciary in
response to the ballot question. If anyone has anything they want to bring up as
it relates to the election code, come to the meeting or bring it up to me. I yield
my time!
ii)
Walker: Any questions or comments?
a) Health Subcommittee - Gaurie Gunasekaran (gaurie@umich.edu)
i)
Gunasekaran: Hi everyone! I’m Gaurie. This week in health we had a few new
faces, and people had a bunch of great new ideas which is nice to see. We put a
hold on our care packages for now, as we have supplies for 200 more as the
boxes somehow got backlogged and did not arrive until friday. We decided to
hold off as the number of students will increase after break. Looked to getting
oxygen meters, as it is a great indicator of potential covid. Think this will be a
good idea to supply. A lot of the laboratories have these meters but they are not
being used, so we might be able to have professors donate the meters not in use
to isolation housing. We talked about transportation to the airport for break, as
the Michigan airbus system hours of operation have changed. People had
airplane flights and they wouldn't be able to use the airbus at that time. Wanted
to see how many people need transportation, to see arranging transportation
from our end or collaborating with local groups.
ii)
Walker: Any questions or comments?
iii)
Farah: Did you reach out to anyone in CSG about the airbus system they run?
They have a deal worked out with a transportation company. Have you spoken
with them?
iv)
Gunasekaran: We plan on reaching out after getting student responses. We are
aware there is a facebook group of parents that are constantly willing to help
students, whether it be for quarantine students or in general.
v)
Walker: Any questions or comments?
b) Subcommittee on Technology, Advising, and Academic Resources (STAAR) - Jacob
Cohen (jaccohen@umich.edu)
i)
Cohen:Hi thank you again. Great week in staar, smaller as we had to have staar
not in the usual time. Something we will be doing in STAAR soon is
communicating with Gus and the technology subcommittee to have them come
to one of our meetings next semester. We discussed what initiatives they are
trying to accomplish as well as collaborating to help with our goals. One thing
relating to wolverine access tutorial videos, and adding technology to the
curriculum. We want to talk to advising for virtual advising, and Divya and I
will be presenting the disability statement in the December faculty meeting. If
anyone has any questions, let me know. I also hope to see more faces in
STAAR next semester!
ii)
Walker: Questions or comments?

c) Taking Responsibility for the Earth and Environment Subcommittee- Tim Dalrymple
(tjamesd@umich.edu).
i)
Dalrymple:Hi everyone! TREES went well. We talked about two things, a
piece of new business regarding sustainability for BAC funded events, so we
will discuss this later. Talked mostly about stuff that TREES did this semester,
events and projects we did not get to, things we would like to see TREES do
next semester. That document will be available for next TREES leadership as
this is my last meeting as TREES chair. Thank everyone for coming to
meetings, I think everyone did a lot of work and I thank you for that. With that
I yield
ii)
Walker: Any questions or comments?
iii)
Watt: Are you aware that in the past several semesters you have been TREES
chair, the government has been happy to have you as chair.
iv)
Dalrymple: Thank you
v)
Walker: Any other questions or comments?
11) Individual Representative Reports
a) Ryan Perry
b) Perry: Hi everyone, it is nice to see you again. I am on the LSA anti-racism task force.
We have been breaking up into subgroups, the two groups are the Carceral state policy
groups and the student culture groups. Pertains to everything student culture related to
create an anti-racist LSA. Within the subgroups we have been meeting with graduate,
undergraduate, and faculty who take interest in the subgroups. In the smaller groups,
we have written our proposals about what should be changed or adapted. We are taking
all the final pieces in the subgroups and putting it into one huge document to present to
Dean Curzan. Should have the document by the end of the semester. If there is any
input you want to include as students, or anything you find particularly noteworthy,
please reach out to me. I put my email in the chat.
c) Walker: any questions or comments?
12) Appointments, Elections, and Nominations
a) Internal Nominations for W2021 Semester
i)
Walker: Before I begin, we will be able to nominate people in the in-meeting
as well.
ii)
Academic Affairs Committee Vice-Chair
(1) Divya Manikandan - (Accepted 11/18)
iii)
Appointments Subcommittee Chair
(1) Sophia Rich - (Accepted 12/2)
iv)
Appointments Subcommittee Vice-Chair
(1) Riley List- (Accepted 12/2)
v)
Budget Allocations Committee Chair
(1) Cameron Rifkin - (Accepted 11/18)
vi)
Budget Allocations Committee Vice-Chair
(1) Louie Orleans - (Accepted 11/18)

vii)

viii)

ix)

x)

xi)

xii)

xiii)
xiv)
xv)

xvi)

xvii)
xviii)
xix)
xx)
xxi)

Committee Advocating for Transfer, Nontraditional, and International Students
Chair
(1) Caroline Theuerkauf- (Accepted 12/2)
Committee Advocating for Transfer, Nontraditional, and International Students
Vice-Chair
(1) Joseph Lobodzinski- (Accepted 12/2)
(2) Robert Leifke- (Accepted 12/2)
Diversity Affairs Committee Chair
(1) Danny Hwang- (Accepted 12/2)
(2) Kayla Rothstein- (Accepted 12/2)
Diversity Affairs Committee Vice-Chair
(1) Kayla Rothstein- (Accepted 12/2)
(2) Erica Nelson- (Accepted 12/2)
(3) Danny Hwang- (Accepted 12/2)
Election Code Review and Amendment Formation Task Force Chair
(1) Jacob Cohen- (Accepted 12/2)
(2) Zackariah Farah- (Rejected 12/2)
Election Code Review and Amendment Formation Task Force Vice-Chair
(1) Zackariah Farah- (Rejected 12/2)
(2) Erik Williams- (Rejected 12/2)
(3) Max Stoneman- (Accepted 12/2)
External Relations and Communications Committee Vice-Chair
(1) Claudia McLean- (Accepted 12/2)
Fundraising Committee Vice-Chair
(1) Cameron Rifkin- (Accepted 12/2)
Health Subcommittee Chair
(1) Magda Wojtara- (Accepted 12/2)
(2) Alex Nguyen- (Accepted 12/2)
(3) Gaurie - Accepted
(a) Confirmed
Health Subcommittee Vice Chair
(1) Magda Wojtara- (Accepted 12/2)
(2) Alex Nguyen- (Accepted 12/2)
Internal Review Committee Vice-Chair
(1)
Student Life Committee Vice-Chair
(1) Sarah Salino- (Accepted 12/2)
Subcommittee on Technology, Advising, and Academic Resources Chair
(1) Jacob Cohen - (Accepted 11/18)
Subcommittee on Technology, Advising, and Academic Resources Vice-Chair
(1)
Taking Responsibility for the Earth and Environment Subcommittee Chair

(1) Zackariah Farah- (Accepted 12/2)
Taking Responsibility for the Earth and Environment Subcommittee
Vice-Chair
(1) Erik Williams- (Accepted 12/2)
(2) Riley List- (Accepted 12/2)
(3) Max Stoneman- (Accepted 12/2)
xxiii)
Watt: Point of information, would the chair be open to allow nominees for any
position?
xxiv)
Walker: Yes!
xxv)
Leifke: Point of information, Is there a possibility to add vice chairs for a
subcommittee or add leaderships for any committee
xxvi)
Walker: Theoretically, yes this could happen with a bylaw amendment
13) Budget Allocations Committee Recommendations
a) Michigan Electronic Music Collective - $1,344
b) Walker: I will now yield the floor to BAC to speak on this allocation
c) Rifkin: Point of information, does this refer to music collective.
d) Walker: Yes
e) Rifkin: I have no further information. I presented in my committee report
f) Walker: Any comments or questions? I would look favorably on a motion
g) McCaughey: I motion to approve by accumulation
h) Motion was seconded. We have consent to vote
i) The motion passes!
14) Old Business (YES-NO-ABSTAIN)
a) B F2020.21 A Bylaw Amendment to Clarify the Responsibilities of Appointees
b) Walker: Is there a motion to bring to the floor?
c) Torres: I motion to bring to the floor
d) Motion was seconded and there is consent
e) Torres: I will first discuss the changes made since last general. We further specified
which liaisons would be affected by this change. Those more related to committees
would report to committees. Fixed a minor change from an old amendment. The main
point is that with appointees there are contradictions in the bylaws in relation to their
duties. Specifically with AAC and curriculum committee, curriculum committee is
supposed to report to AAC but also appointees report at general. Does not make sense
for appointments to designate the role of the position when it is related to a specific
committee. Also an issue with reporting to general and this outlines that the appointees
should report to the appropriate committee. We have a long meeting and we have
already discussed this.
f) Walker: Questions and comments? Please put your name in the chat
g) Salino: Are you accepting sponsors?
h) Torres: Yes!
xxii)

i)

Watt: There is the possibility of the fundraising committee being active this semester.
Would you see BAC having its own body to report out to the general?
j) Torres: Are you speaking to BAC appointees giving a report in general? Or BAC at
large members?
k) Watt: Either BAC appointees or weekly governing report being done towards another
government body?
l) Torres: In terms of weekly report, the difference between committee leadership and
appointees is that appointees aren’t really part of the government. Committees would
benefit from appointees giving reports in committee. Committee leadership purpose for
the report is different. BAC at large members don’t report to the government and I
wouldn’t really be in favor of that. I see a difference between appointees and
committee leadership
m) Watt: This amendment has relation to a previous BAC amendment so I think that is
important to consider Thank you for answering my question!
n) Theuerkauf: Can I be a sponsor?
o) Torres: Yes please feel free to add yourself
p) Walker: Any more questions or comments? Friendly or unfriendly amendments?
Motions?
q) Torres: I would like to vote on this this week! Since curriculum committee application
is being sent out this week and I would like to clarify responsibilities
r) Watt: motion to call the question by secret ballot
s) Watt: Now is the time to introduce any pets
t) Resolution passes 19-2-1
15) New Business
a) B F2020.22 Codifying the Assistant Election Director Position
i)
Cohen: I will open but I want Zac to talk about it more. This is codifying the
assistant election director position, and establishing a hierarchy so it is an
important distinction for us to make. We will be looking to table this
amendment for a week, but I want to open to other sponsors
ii)
Farah: I intend to make more edits in this resolution, and hope to make
changes to the bylaws where the position of the election and deputy election
director is edited. We don't want to have a position defined in two different
documents, and those are some changes we want to make before we vote on it.
iii)
Watt: If i can introduce this as well, thank you ECRAFTF leadership for their
hard work. The linguistic difference of assistant that this will be a second in
demand position. Want to clarify there is a hierarchy, which has been a gray
area in the Winter election. Want to thank the other sponsors!

iv)

Walker: Floor is open to questions and comments. For legislation, please keep
the order by indicating in comments. Seeing none the floor is open to friendly
or unfriendly amendments. Seeing none, do we have a motion?
v)
Dalrymple: Motion to table for one week
vi)
Watt: Maybe a different motion would be beneficial
vii)
Bazzi: I do plan on having a State of the Government, but do not think we will
be considering legislation.
viii)
Dalrymple: I rescind my motion
ix)
Walker: Is there a motion?
x)
Cohen: I would like to motion to table until the first meeting next semester.
Later would not be beneficial to discuss
xi)
Bazzi: Would be beneficial to table until the second meeting next semester. If
you want to pass it tonight, motion to be tabled for in meeting later tonight, or
if you want to have it voted in January, we can consider it as old business until
january.
xii)
Cohen: Point of information, how would chair prefer i make the motion
xiii)
Bazzi: Say I motion to table for the second meeting of winter semester
xiv)
Cohen: Motion to table for the second meeting of winter semester
xv)
Walker: Point of information, that meeting will be in late january
xvi)
Motion was seconded, there were no objects and we have consent
b) B F2020.23 Usage of Digital Property During Campaigning
i)
Walker: Next item on agenda, for sponsors to speak to
ii)
Cohen: This is an amendment that is an addition to an earlier amendment from
the semester. We are defining digital property and clarifying rules for digital
property. It is currently highlighted in red, that we are giving rules for email
privileges but also expanding for digital property. You can post on digital
property as long as you are following the rules, also LSA SG digital property
cannot be used to campaign. It is important to establish the person
campaigning will be culpable
iii)
Walker: Will any other sponsors want to speak? Seeing none, if anyone would
like to speak about this amendment indicate in the chat. Hearing and seeing
none, friendly or unfriendly amendments? Hearing and seeing none, do we
have any motions?
iv)
Watt: Motion to table until the second meeting in the Winter semester
v)
Motion was seconded, Cohen objects unless person making the motion sees
anything they would like to change about the amendment
vi)
Motion was rescinded, is there a motion?
vii)
Cohen: motion to call to question

viii)

McCaughey: I believe bylaw amendments cannot be voted on right after
introduced?
ix)
Watt: As the agenda from the last meeting had access to this legislation, I
interpret this problem as satisfied
x)
Walker: I would also see that this is satisfied
xi)
Cohen: Motion to close debate and vote by affirmation
xii)
Motion was seconded, and we have consent.
xiii)
Bylaw amendment passes
c) R F2020.13 A Resolution for the Advancement of Gender-Inclusive Restrooms on the
UM Campus
i)
Bazzi: This is a resolution calling on the university to recognize that not all
buildings have gender-inclusive restrooms, and the ones that have private
restrooms should be labeled as gender-inclusive. There are no gender-inclusive
restrooms in the dorm buildings, so that is something I want to point out in the
resolution. This was also discussed during my time in CSG, and the spectrum
center and I have communicated about this. The Spectrum Center has a map
with these bathrooms, and I would like to see that map shown on our website. I
also want to add a couple more clauses, so I would like to see this tabled until
the second meeting of the semester
ii)
Walker: I am the other sponsor, so I will defer to kathryn. I want to share my
support for this, and would also like to see this resolution tabled as offices are
closing. This would be great to see people helped by this in the winter semester
iii)
McCaughey: Would any other sponsors like to speak? Seeing none I yield to
Josiah
iv)
Walker: Is there a motion? First, floor is open to questions and comments
v)
Colvin: I think this is great, given the be it further resolved that says
committees will be working on this, have you discussed this with the relevant
committees as this will be something they will need to do
vi)
Bazzi: I have not yet had the chance, so I want to wait and include many more
ideas in this. I will look to come up with solid points with other leaders in
government
vii)
Walker: are there any more questions or comments at this time? Hearing and
seeing none, are there any friendly or unfriendly amendments. Any motion?
viii)
Watt: Motion to table to the second meeting of the winter semester?
ix)
Motion was seconded and we have consent
x)
Walker: Point of information, as it is 8 we would like to welcome the new
members and inform that the in meeting will begin after these two pieces of
legislation

d) B F2020.24 An Amendment to Chapter of the Bylaws to Improve the Sustainability of
BAC Funding
i)
Dalrymple: This is looking to improve environmental matters in BAC funding,
as it would add environmental suggestions that would lead to being preferred
in giving funding. I want to note the amendment added before the meeting, it is
just an inclusion of central student government’s similar clause. I will yield to
other sponsors.
ii)
Walker: Would any other sponsors like to speak? Hearing and seeing none,
comments/questions? The floor is now open to friendly/unfriendly amendment
iii)
Rifkin: I want to remove the zero-waste techniques.
iv)
Dalrymple: I would like to see the verbage used, as I would want to focus on
making this inclusive so it is directed towards specific things that orgs can do
that are at little cost to their events. I would appreciate keeping the current
wording if other sponsors agree
v)
Walker: If any sponsors would like to speak please do so at this time. I will
count this as a rejection to the amendment
vi)
McCaughey: Since this is an unfriendly amendment, do we have to vote on it?
vii)
Watt: Point of information. There is a motion to amend, we should get a
second, and after we can proceed with debate and then calling to question on it.
The amendment is a simple majority. Then we can get a speakers list going.
viii)
McCaughey: I second Cameron’s amendment
ix)
Walker: Do we go into objections
x)
Watt: Point of information, as we know there will be objections we are going
into debate and going to vote on it instead
xi)
Walker: Do we have consent to go into debate for the amendment?
xii)
We have consent
xiii)
Walker: We are in debate. Please add if you would like to speak in favor or
against in the chat
xiv)
McCaughey: Point of information, this is speaking in favor of the amendment
xv)
Walker: That is correct
xvi)
Rifkin: I appreciate what the sponsors are doing, but I think BAC is facing a
shortage of applicants, and having further deterrence will cause a negative
effect. People have preferences in materials, and writing this wording might
deter people from applying
xvii)
Dalrymple: I think the amendment is well-founded, but I feel it is important to
include specific language regarding what we are looking for for organizations
applying for funding. Demonstrating an active effort is vague, and does not
give direction as to what this means. It is important to draw a specific area we

are looking for and what we are advocating for. Reducing waste of student
events and organizations is a good direction to go, specifically because the
office of sustainability can provide these materials at no cost to organizations
applying to funding
xviii)
McCaughey: I want to echo the sentiments of the current BAC Vice-Chair, as
it is vague and confusing. Sounds the intention is to have zero-waste for
specific food. We have lots of applicants who apply for printing, and it is
important to specify this. We can also promote the office of sustainability, and
they have been promoted on BAC’s website already. I think it would be much
better and more transparent to applicant and keeping it more straightforward
that we focus on groups that have a sustainable event
xix)
Walker: Would anyone else like to speak in debate? Is there a motion to close
debate?
xx)
Fivecoat: Motion to close debate and call to question by secret ballot
xxi)
Motion was seconded and there is consent
xxii)
McCaughey: Point of information, we are voting on the amendment correct?
xxiii)
Walker: Correct
xxiv)
Motion to amend fails in a vote of 9-13-4
xxv)
Walker: Is there a motion to table or to call to question?
xxvi)
Dalrymple: I motion to table until the first meeting of the winter semester
xxvii)
Colvin: I second
xxviii)
Walker: Any objections? Is there consent?
xxix)
The motion passes
e) R F2020.14 A Resolution Advocating for Collaboration between Local Government
and Administration to Establish Emergency Shelters on Campus by Expressing
Support for Ann Arbor City Council Resolution R-20-373
i)
Farah: this resolution was made in response to concerns brought up by citizens
of Ann Arbor. Back in September, Ann Arbor hoped to collaborate with the
University to house the homeless population in the university housing if the
shelters became too full. In this way, the dorms could be used to house
vulnerable members. In Central Student Government, a similar resolution was
proposed and passed unanimously, and she passed a resolution unanimously.
She turned to the student body after being turned down by the regents. She is
turning to students, as the shelters did get full over the summer and it was
disastrous. It is important to socially distance, so they needed to spend a
quarter million to house the homeless in hotel rooms. University does not pay
property taxes, there are so many residence units that are unused, and we do
have space. This is a reasonable ask, and it is our duty to aid the vulnerable

ii)
iii)

iv)
v)
vi)

vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
xi)
xii)

xiii)
xiv)
xv)
xvi)
xvii)
xviii)

members and our students. If there are more COVID cases in the county, this
effects the students. This can reduce cases by lowering the density in the
shelters, and will save lives by keeping people in safe and heated residences as
this will be a cold winter. I want to shout out Erik Williams the other sponsor,
as he helped carry things over from the CSG resolution
Walker: Any other sponsors like to speak? Hearing and seeing none, we are
open to questions or comments?
Farah: Just wanted to say I am not sure if Maleny is still here, but they did help
write and do research about universities that did similar plans with their city
governments. They helped draft the resolution
Torres: Are you open to sponsors?
Farah: Yes, please place in the chat if interested
Stoneman: I think this is something crucial to consider, and I hope to be a
sponsor on this piece as well. Something mentioned is that this is a
multifaceted issue as this population is susceptible to harsh conditions, and a
group that can help. For some reason we are not taking action to do so. This is
about helping the overall community. The point emphasized that lives are at
stake, but once you consider the greater community effect and the relationship
between the university, the city, and the students, it is important to realize we
are all in this together. I appreciate this resolution.
Walker: Any other questions or comments? Floor is now open to friendly or
unfriendly amendments?
Colvin: I have a question, is this something we are looking to pass tonight?
Farah: I would like to pass this tonight, as CSG passed this sister resolution
yesterday. I am open to vote now or at the next meeting.
Walker: Are there any friendly or unfriendly amendments?
Watt: I dont have a particularly good amendment, I know the director of
housing is not Jasmine, but to clarify her title.
Farah: Point of information, this was a mistake by the speaker last night in
CSG, there was an amendment to add her. The title was not carried over
correctly in that amendment, so I would be open to specify her title.
Walker: Sponsors are open to this amendment, unless anyone speaks. Are there
any more friendly or unfriendly amendments?
Watt: Point of information, her title is the Director of Residence Education
Walker: Do we have any motions?
Farah: I motion to call to question by acclamation
Motion was seconded and there is consent
Motion has passed.

xix)
Torres: Motion to reflect the resolution passed unanimously?
xx)
Motion seconded and it has passed
xxi)
This resolution passed unanimously!
16) Matters Arising
a) Walker: If you would like to speak on matters arising please put your name in the chat
17) Snaps
18) Closing Roll Call
a) [Intentionally Left Blank]
b) Bazzi, Selena ()
c) Walker, Josiah ()
d) McCaughey, Kathryn ()
e) Watt, Tyler ()
f) Colvin, Anna ()
g) McKillop, Mary ()
h) Torres, Gabriela ()
i) Fivecoat, Chayton ()
j) Goodsell, Allison ()
k) Farah, Zackariah ()
l) Manikandan, Divya ()
m) Cohen, Jacob ()
n) Theuerkauf, Caroline ()
o) Nelson, Erica ()
p) Zhao, Suki ()
q) Gunasekaran, Gaurie ()
r) Lobodzinski, Joseph ()
s) McLean, Claudia ()
t) Hwang, Tae Won (Danny) ()
u) Rich, Sophia ()
v) Salino, Sarah ()
w) List, M. Riley ()
x) Diaz, Danae ()
y) Crespo, Maleny (E)
z) Farmer, Adrianna (E)
aa) Fioritto, Tyler (A)
bb) Pierangeli, Cody ()
cc) Donahue, Thomas (A)
dd) Pratapa, Pranavi ()
ee) Rothstein, Kayla ()
ff) Browdy, Wyatt (A)
gg) Kernis, Jacob (A)
hh) Williams, Erik ()
ii) Sommerfeld, Elizabeth ()

jj) Stoneman, Max ()
kk) Hamamy, Salma ()
ll) Mulliken, Ryan (A)
mm) Prasad, Ajay (A)
nn) Rifkin, Cameron ()
oo) Simmons, Natalie (A)
pp) Wojtara, Magda ()
qq) Tedrick, Vincenzo ()
rr) Dalrymple, Timothy ()
19) Adjournment

LSA SG Virtual Meeting
(Winter Incoming) December 02, 2020
1. Call to Order
2. Opening Roll Call () - Present, E - Excused, A- Absent
i.
Those with voting rights (minus the person acting as chair)
ii.
Those without voting rights
b. Bazzi, Selena ()
c. Walker, Josiah ()
d. McCaughey, Kathryn ()
e. Watt, Tyler ()
f. Colvin, Anna ()
g. McKillop, Mary ()
h. Torres, Gabriela ()
i. Fivecoat, Chayton ()
j. Goodsell, Allison ()
k. Farah, Zackariah ()
l. Manikandan, Divya ()
m. Cohen, Jacob ()
n. Theuerkauf, Caroline ()
o. Nelson, Erica ()
p. Zhao, Suki ()
q. Gunasekaran, Gaurie ()
r. Lobodzinski, Joseph ()
s. Hamamy, Salma ()
t. Rich, Sophia ()
u. Salino, Sarah ()
v. Stevens, Major White ()
w. McLean, Claudia ()
x. Rothstein, Kayla ()
y. Williams, Erik ()
z. Dai, Carol ()
aa. Fioritto, Tyler ()
bb. Nguyen, Alex ()
cc. Altimemy, Zahraa ()
dd. List, Riley ()
ee. Jonaitis, Cody ()

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

ff. Stoneman, Max ()
gg. Prasad, Ajay (A)
hh. Simmons, Natalie ()
ii. Wojtara, Magda ()
jj. Tedrick, Vincenzo ()
kk. Hwang, Tae Won (Danny) ()
ll. Diaz, Danae (A)
mm. Crespo, Maleny ()
nn. Farmer, Adrianna (E)
oo. Pierangeli, Cody ()
pp. Donahue, Thomas ()
qq. Pratapa, Pranavi ()
rr. Browdy, Wyatt ()
ss. Kernis, Jacob (A)
tt. Sommerfeld, Elizabeth ()
uu. Mulliken, Ryan (A)
vv. Dalrymple, Timothy (A)
Announcements
a.
Approval of the Agenda
a. Motion: Rich
b. Second: W
 att
i.
Motion PASS
Approval of Previous Minutes
a. Motion:
b. Second:
Constituents’ Time
a. None scheduled
Guest Speaker(s)
a. None scheduled
Executive Officer Reports
a. President- Selena Bazzi (bazzisn@umich.edu)
i.
b. Vice President- Josiah Walker (jhwalker@umich.edu)
i.
c. Treasurer- Kathryn McCaughey (kdmccaug@umich.edu)
i.
d. Counsel- Tyler R. Watt (trwatt@umich.edu)
i.
e. Academic Relations Officer- Gabriela Torres (gctorres@umich.edu)

i.
External Relations Officer- Mary McKillop (marykmck@umich.edu)
i.
g. Student Life Relations Officer- Anna Colvin (ancolvin@umich.edu)
i.
h. Secretary- Chayton Fivecoat (cgfiveco@umich.edu)
i.
Committee Reports (in alphabetical order)
Task Force and Subcommittee Reports
Individual Representative Reports
a. Cody Pierangeli
i.
Hi everyone my name is Cody Perangeli. I am the liason for STAAR and the
center for academic innovation. All I have to report is that we have not yet
scheduled our first meeting.
b. Ellie Randolph, Ireoluwa Ayoola, Max Resnick, Riley Cain
i.
Gaby:
c. Zackariah Farah
i.
I am an elected Representative, I was elected back in March. I was the vice
chair of ECRAFT. We just passed a resolution that I helped write for homeless
Ann Arborites, in the case that COVID gets really bad. I try to go to TREES as
much as possible. I am working towards fossil fuels divestment for all of the
stocks that the Regents and Endowments hold. I hope this is accomplished in
the coming semester.
Appointments, Elections, and Nominations - CONFIRMED
a. Academic Affairs Committee Vice-Chair
i.
Divya Manikandan - (Accepted 11/18)
1. Confirmed
b. Appointments Subcommittee Chair
i.
Sophia Rich - (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
c. Appointments Subcommittee Vice-Chair
i.
Riley List- Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
d. Budget Allocations Committee Chair
i.
Cameron Rifkin - (Accepted 11/18)
1. Confirmed
e. Budget Allocations Committee Vice-Chair
i.
Louis Orleans - (Accepted 11/18)
1. Confirmed
f. Committee Advocating for Transfer, Nontraditional, and International Students Chair
i.
Caroline Theuerkauf- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
f.

9.
10.
11.

12.

g. Diversity Affairs Committee Chair
i.
Danny Hwang- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
ii.
Kayla Rothstein- (Accepted 12/2)
h. Diversity Affairs Committee Vice-Chair
i.
Kayla Rothstein- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
ii.
Erica Nelson- (Accepted 12/2)
iii.
Danny Hwang- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Declined nomination after being elected to DAC Chair position
i. Election Code Review and Amendment Formation Task Force Chair
i.
Jacob Cohen- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
ii.
Zackariah Farah- (Rejected 12/2)
j. Election Code Review and Amendment Formation Task Force Vice-Chair
i.
Zackariah Farah- (Rejected 12/2)
ii.
Erik Williams- (Rejected 12/2)
iii.
Max Stoneman- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
k. External Relations and Communications Committee Vice-Chair
i.
Claudia McLean- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
l. Fundraising Committee Vice-Chair
i.
Cameron Rifkin- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Rescinded during 12/2 incoming
ii.
Vincenzo Tedrick- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
m. Health Subcommittee Chair
i.
Magda Wojtara- (Accepted 12/2)
ii.
Alex Nguyen- (Accepted 12/2)
iii.
Gaurie Gunasekaran- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
n. Health Subcommittee Vice Chair
i.
Magda Wojtara- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
ii.
Alex Nguyen- (Accepted 12/2)
o. Internal Review Committee Vice-Chair
i.
Gaurie - Accept
ii.
Cody P - Accept
iii.
Vince - Reject
iv.
Kayla - Accepted

1. Confirmed
p. Student Life Committee Vice-Chair
i.
Sarah Salino- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
q. Subcommittee on Technology, Advising, and Academic Resources Chair
i.
Jacob Cohen - (Accepted 11/18)
1. Confirmed
r. Subcommittee on Technology, Advising, and Academic Resources Vice-Chair
i.
Tommy - (Accepted 12/3 at 12 am)
1. Confirmed
ii.
Alex Nguyen - (Accepted 12/3 at 12 am)
iii.
Cody P - (Accepted 12/3 at 12 am)
s. Taking Responsibility for the Earth and Environment Subcommittee Chair
i.
Zackariah Farah- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
t. Taking Responsibility for the Earth and Environment Subcommittee Vice-Chair
i.
Erik Williams- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
ii.
Riley List- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Rescinded during 12/2 incoming
iii.
Max Stoneman- (Accepted 12/2)
u. Committee Advocating for Transfer, Nontraditional, and International Students
Vice-Chair
i.
Joseph Lobodzinski- (Accepted 12/2)
1. Confirmed
ii.
Robert Leifke- (Accepted 12/2)
iii.
Alex Nguyen - (Accepted 12/3 at 1 am)
13. Budget Allocations Committee Recommendations
14. Old Business (YES-NO-ABSTAIN)
a. B F2020.24 An Amendment to Chapter of the Bylaws to Improve the Sustainability of
BAC Funding
i.
Colvin: This amendment was written by the TREES committee. We are hoping
that this helps student organizations be more sustainable in what they do. The
goal of this is not to make this a barrier to entry, just to ensure that those
organizations are priorities if they do participate in sustainability initiatives. I
am not the original author and I feel bad that I have to speak on this, as Natalie
did such a great job with it.
ii.
Tores: I was not one of the original writers of the legislation. I do agree with
the intent to improve sustainability, and codifying it with the BAC bylaws. I
know that there were concerns brought up. This meeting has gone on so long,
and it’s going long. I do agree with the intent though for sustainability.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

McCaughey: I just wanted to say so it doesn’t go unnoticed. No present or
former BAC leadership is a sponsor on this. In outside conversations with
BAC leadership, no one is against the intent in the resolution. However, there
are some administrative points that are not being addressed in this. I hope that
this can be looked at over break
Rifkin: I think there is a proper way to promote accessibility. I think that this
would look better to allow the people that have a sustabilble event to surpass
the 2000 maximum. I am disappointed that the sponsors did not consult BAC
leadership.
1. Cohen: Are you hoping that this amendment gets tabled for over break
so that those concerns can be addressed?
a. Rifikin: Yes.
Colvin: I was under the impression that the former BAC chair was aware of
this, gave input, and the authors took that into account. I don’t want to
speculate on that though.
McCaughey: Yes, thank you for bringing that I know. From the
correspondences that I’ve been on, Tim brought this to light in November.
Ajay and I were sent this again last night, and nothing that Ajay brought up
was codified in this amendment.
Salino: Is there any benefit to us worrying about this right now?
1. Rifikin: As of right now, there is no funding cycle for the rest of the
semester. So no, there is no benefit to passing this right now.
2. Farah: When would the next cycle begin?
3. Rifikin: Probably sometime in late January, after school starts again.
4. Farah: as the newly elected chair of TREES, I would be happy to work
on this with out throughout the break to ensure that this gets passed
before the next funding cycle so these changes are in place for then.
5. Rifikin: This is something that I and the rest of the BAC leadership
would like to do.
6. Motion to table until the next LSA SG General Meeting: Fivecoat
a. Second: Rifkin
i.
Motion PASS

15. New Business
16. Matters Arising
a. Farah: This is not how long these meetings go. We just had two back to back meetings,
and everything goes back to normal next week. One of our assembly member has just
had a spell of bad health. I was thinking that anyone here would like to send him a

letter or a postcard for a get well soon, please message me. I would like to make sure
that he gets many heartfelt notes during this time.
b. Tores: I have a final psych project, please fill out my qualtrics form, and I need guys
data. If anyone wants to fill it out, please let me know.
c. Bazzi: Thank you everyone for your patience. I promise our meetings do not last this
long. Be sure to get lots of sleep and take care of yourself over break. If you would like
to work on any projects over the break, I am down to work with you so we have
resolutions ready to go over the break.
d. Watt: I very stoked to remind everyone about the great semester we just had. We
passed a total of 37 resolutions, amassing 41 brought to the floor. This is an all time
record and I want to applaud you all for that
17. Snaps
18. Closing Roll Call
a. [Intentionally Left Blank]
b. Bazzi, Selena ()
c. Walker, Josiah ()
d. McCaughey, Kathryn ()
e. Watt, Tyler ()
f. Colvin, Anna ()
g. McKillop, Mary ()
h. Torres, Gabriela ()
i. Fivecoat, Chayton ()
j. Goodsell, Allison ()
k. Farah, Zackariah () A
l. Manikandan, Divya (E) A
m. Cohen, Jacob ()
n. Theuerkauf, Caroline ()
o. Nelson, Erica (E) A
p. Zhao, Suki ()
q. Gunasekaran, Gaurie ()
r. Lobodzinski, Joseph ()
s. Hamamy, Salma (E) A
t. Rich, Sophia ()
u. Salino, Sarah ()
v. Stevens, Major White () A
w. McLean, Claudia ()
x. Rothstein, Kayla ()
y. Williams, Erik ()
z. Dai, Carol ()
aa. Fioritto, Tyler (E)
bb. Nguyen, Alex ()
cc. Altimemy, Zahraa (E)

dd. List, Riley ()
ee. Jonaitis, Cody ()
ff. Stoneman, Max ()
gg. Prasad, Ajay (E) A
hh. Simmons, Natalie () A
ii. Wojtara, Magda () A
jj. Tedrick, Vincenzo ()
kk. Hwang, Tae Won (Danny) ()
ll. Diaz, Danae () A
mm. Crespo, Maleny ()
nn. Farmer, Adrianna ()
oo. Pierangeli, Cody (E) A
pp. Donahue, Thomas (E) A
qq. Pratapa, Pranavi (E)
rr. Browdy, Wyatt (E) A
ss. Kernis, Jacob (E) A
tt. Sommerfeld, Elizabeth () A
uu. Mulliken, Ryan (E) A
vv. Dalrymple, Timothy (E) A
19. Adjournment
a. Motion to Ajourn: General Assembley
i.
Second: Everyone
1. Motion PASS

